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Abstract—In this work, a two-step procedure to predict maxi-
mum (worst-case scenario) and minimum (best-case scenario) noise
levels induced by bulk current injection (BCI) at the terminal
sections of a wiring harness is presented. To this end, common mode
(CM) and differential mode (DM) quantities are introduced by a
suitable modal transformation, and equivalent modal circuits are
derived, where CM (dominant mode) into DM (secondary mode)
conversion is modelled by induced sources included into the DM
circuit. The procedure initially foresees the solution of the CM cir-
cuit to provide input data for subsequent solution of the DM circuit.
Such a two-step approach is then used to develop a probabilistic–
possibilistic framework for computationally-efficient estimation of
lower and upper boundaries to the variability of the noise voltages
induced at the bundle terminations. To this end, random uncer-
tainty affecting certain setup parameters is addressed through
probability theory, whereas epistemic uncertainty is represented
via possibility theory. Accuracy and computational efficiency of
the proposed two-step method are assessed by examples involving
seven and nineteen wire harnesses.

Index Terms—Bulk current injection (BCI), conducted
susceptibility, epistemic uncertainty, hybrid probabilistic–
possibilistic uncertainty quantification, modal analysis,
multiconductor transmission lines.

I. INTRODUCTION

BULK current injection (BCI) is widely recognized to be
a simple but effective technique for conducted suscepti-

bility assessment of electrical/electronic systems. As a matter
of fact, BCI-based procedures are foreseen by several elec-
tromagnetic compatibility (EMC) standards for aerospace [1],
automotive [2], industrial [3], and military [4] applications.
Furthermore, it has been shown in the literature that BCI se-
tups can be also exploited to reproduce the noise induced in
the terminal units by traditional radiated susceptibility (RS)
effects [5] and electromagnetic pulse tests [6]. For these reasons,
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modeling of BCI probes and test setups has gained increasing
attention from the EMC community. Consequently, several mod-
eling techniques have been developed over the years, including
analytical models [7], circuit models suitable for SPICE-based
simulations [8], [9], [10], and behavioral models [11], [12].

Most of the aforesaid models deal with simple wiring
structures only (e.g., two or three-wire interconnections [13]),
whereas BCI setups often involve cable harnesses [2], [14].
In this case, the actual noise injected into the terminal units
can be significantly affected by the specific arrangement of the
cable [14], [15]. Hence, accurate modeling is not only of the
injection device but also of the wiring structure is required in
order to achieve accurate prediction of the actual noise injected
in the terminal units. An example is the model proposed in [15],
where the dependence of the induced noise on geometrical
characteristics of the wiring harness was investigated. How-
ever, the analysis in [15] was carried out in terms of physical
voltages/currents only. Hence, it does not allow to easily ap-
preciate the geometrical/electrical parameters influencing the
propagation of the injected currents. As a matter of fact, if the
probe is clamped on a multiwire harness, a bulk common-mode
(CM) current is injected in all wires, and the noise induced at
terminals is expected to be the same if the impedance to ground
of all wires is the same. The observed differences, however,
are due to the presence of nonnull differential modes (DMs),
which are to be ascribed to asymmetries with respect to ground
of the wires in the bundle, as well as to possible differences
in the terminal sections. To thoroughly investigate these effects,
this work reformulates the problem in terms of modal quantities,
and proposes a computationally efficient two-step approach to
provide boundaries to the variability of CM and DM noise
quantities due to uncertainties affecting geometrical/electrical
parameters of the BCI setup.

To achieve this result, the first step is to leverage on modal
analysis to evaluate accurate deterministic modal circuits of BCI
setups involving wiring harnesses. Namely, this work considers
wire bundles involving at least seven conductors. To this end,
an ad hoc modal transformation matrix is introduced, through
which one CM and (N−1) DMs can be defined for any arbi-
trary number of wires N. In literature several modal circuits
are available [16], [17], also including mode conversion [18],
[19], [20], however, these models are applicable to a limited
number of wires (most of them dealing with wiring structures
for differential signaling only [21]). Therefore, those works
represent the background of the present analysis, which exploits
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and generalizes some of the assumptions there introduced (as
for instance, the assumption of weak coupling between modal
circuits) to derive simple yet accurate modal equivalent circuits
of BCI setup involving wiring harnesses. First of all, since the
noise injected by BCI has an inherent CM nature, the BCI
probe is modeled in the CM circuit only, and the presence of
nonnull DM voltages and currents is ascribed to CM into DM
conversion. Also, the presence of a dominant mode (CM) is
exploited to formulate the assumption of weak coupling between
the CM and the other DM circuits, with the advantage to neglect
the reconversion of the induced DMs (secondary modes) into
CM (primary mode), i.e., the so-called back interaction in [22].
Conversely, all couplings/interactions among the DM modes are
retained and properly modeled.

The aforesaid deterministic model clearly unveils the mech-
anism of CM into DMs conversion in BCI setups, and can
be effectively used to speed up the statistical analysis of BCI
setups whose geometrical/electrical parameters are affected by
uncertainty or are not completely known to the operator. As a
matter of fact, preliminary simulations revealed that variability
of these parameters does not equally influence both CM and
DM quantities, thus suggesting the possibility to organize the
solution into two steps not only for deterministic, but also for
statistical investigations.

More specifically, in this work such a two-step approach
is developed to identify the maximum (worst-case scenario)
and minimum (best-case scenario) noise levels, that can be
expected at the terminations of the bundle under analysis due
to uncertainty affecting geometrical/electrical parameters. With
respect to traditional statistical investigations, where uncertain
parameters are usually modeled as random variables (RVs) and
assigned specific probability distribution functions, here it is
recognized that the values of some parameters are actually
uncertain not due to stochastic variability, but because they are
not known a priori to the operator and cannot be measured
(so called epistemic uncertainty [23]). Hence, these parameters
are modeled as possibilistic instead of probabilistic variables,
and assigned suitable possibility distributions. More specifically,
geometrical and electrical parameters describing the wiring
harness are treated as traditional RVs assigned with Gaussian
probability distribution functions around their nominal val-
ues [24], [25], [26]. Conversely, the CM equivalent impedance to
ground, whose value is usually unknown to the operator unless
preliminary measurements on the actual test setup can be run,
is modeled as a possibilistic variable, assigned with a uniform
possibility distribution, which better represents the actual lack
of information affecting the knowledge of this parameter [23].

To sum up, with respect to traditional models, the proposed
two-step procedure has the following advantages: first, it pro-
vides independent distributed-parameter CM and DM equiv-
alent circuits of the whole setup. Second, thanks to this ap-
proach, geometrical and electrical parameters mostly affecting
the CM and DM noise injected at terminations can be easily
identified. Third, since the coupling mechanism between the
probe and a multiwire bundle mainly involves the CM, the
proposed CM equivalent circuit can retain the majority of infor-
mation about the injected noise. Finally, to properly deal with

Fig. 1. Reference cross section of a 19-wire bundle together with the definition
of a generic DM. Configurations involving 7 and 13 conductors can be obtained
by removing the outer wires. The red crosses mean currents entering the
conductors, whereas the red dot means current going out from the wire. These
two symbols explain how a generic DM is defined.

Fig. 2. Chain-parameter (Block) representation of the equivalent MTL circuit
of a N -wire BCI-based test setup. The scheme highlights the equipment under
test (EUT) and the auxiliary equipment (AE) sides [15].

uncertainties in BCI setups, a probabilistic–possibilistic frame-
work involving the two-step procedure is developed. As a result,
the N -conductor problem can be split into two subproblems,
whose solution is more efficient than the solution of the original
problem [15], thus, providing reliable worst and best-case noise
predictions.

The article is organized as follows. Section II introduces the
proposed deterministic model, whose accuracy in the prediction
of modal and physical voltages/currents is then investigated in
Section III. Probabilistic and possibilistic variables are intro-
duced and assigned suitable distributions in Section IV, where
the proposed two-step approach is used to evaluate maximum
and minimum noise levels induced at terminations of the wiring
harness during the test, proving the accuracy and computational
efficiency of the proposed method. Conclusions are drawn in
Section V.

II. TWO-STEP MODELING APPROACH IN THE MODAL DOMAIN

In previous work [15], a circuit representation of a setup
involving a BCI probe clamped on N -wire multiconductor
transmission lines (MTLs) was developed. The model allows
the prediction of phase voltages at terminations of canonical
setups, i.e., 7, 13, and 19 conductors arranged similarly to the
cross-section reported in Fig. 1 and terminated with R0 = 50Ω
resistors were considered. To this end, the setup was modeled
as the cascaded connection of chain-parameter matrices (see
Fig. 2) and solved for the physical voltages and currents. Possible
differences in terms of voltage levels computed at terminations
can then be observed owing to interactions between each wire
and the probe, the ground plane and the other victim conductors.
In this work, the behavior of BCI probes clamped on N -wire
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bundles is studied via a modal decomposition instead, given
the motivations presented in Section I. In particular, the system
under study is analyzed considering one CM and N − 1 DMs.

A. Definition of Modal Quantities

The canonical definition of modal quantities for two-
conductor systems [27], [28] is here extended to the case of an
N -wire harness. To this end, the following modal transformation
matrices are proposed and used in this work:

T V =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 1/N . . . . . . . . . 1/N

1 −1/N 0 . . . . . . 0

1 0 −1/N 0 . . . 0
...

...
. . .

. . .
. . .

...

1 0 . . . 0 −1/N 0

1 0 . . . . . . 0 −1/N

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(1)

T I =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1/N 1 . . . . . . . . . 1

1/N −1 0 . . . . . . 0

1/N 0 −1 0 . . . 0

...
...

. . .
. . .

. . .
...

1/N 0 . . . 0 −1 0

1/N 0 . . . . . . 0 −1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (2)

The vectors of modal voltages V̂ m and currents Îm can be
obtained from the line voltages V̂ and currents Î as follows:

V̂ m =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

V̂CM

V̂DM1

...

V̂DM(N−1)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ = T−1

V V̂ (3)

Îm =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ÎCM

ÎDM1

...

ÎDM(N−1)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ = T−1

I Î. (4)

Accordingly, CM quantities appear at the top of each modal
vector, and the N − 1 DMs are defined as shown in Fig. 1.
Namely, a current is injected in one of the conductors different
from the one placed at the center of the bundle, and it returns in
all the other wires. The definition of such DMs does not involve
any orthonormal transformation. Hence, the matrices we will
obtain by applying these transformations are not diagonal.

B. Modal Equivalent Circuits

Although the noise injected by clamping the probe on the
harness has a CM nature, the DM noise induced at the terminal
units is usually not null. This is due to undesired CM-to-DM con-
versions introduced by possible unbalance affecting the terminal
units and interactions between wires in the structures of the MTL

running outside the BCI probe. In this work, the focus is mainly
on the effects owing to the cable, and the mode conversion
occurring along its length. Moreover, to provide an effective, yet
computationally efficient, representation of the CM-to-DM con-
version along the wiring harness, we will formulate and exploit
the assumption of weak-coupling between the CM (dominant
mode) and the (N − 1) DM modes previously introduced. More
specifically, in analogy with crosstalk [22], [28], we will model
CM-to-DM conversion by neglecting the backconversion from
the induced DM to CM, since it is usually negligible with respect
to the CM injected by the probe. To implement this assumption,
specific entries (i.e., off-diagonal entries in the first row) of the
modal per-unit-length (p.u.l.) inductance Lm and capacitance
Cm matrices are zeroed. Considering a 7-conductor MTL as an
example, the modal p.u.l. inductance matrix Lm is simplified as

Lm =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

lCM 0 . . . . . . . . . 0

l1−CM l1 l1−2 . . . . . . l1−6

l2−CM l2−1 l2 l2−3 . . . l2−6

...
...

. . .
. . .

. . .
...

l5−CM l5−1 . . . l5−4 l5 l5−6

l6−CM l6−1 . . . . . . l6−5 l6

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(5)

where lCM is the CM self-inductance, li−CM is the mutual
inductance coupling the CM with the ith DM, li is the ith
self-inductance, and li,j is the mutual inductance coupling the ith
with the jth DMs. The capacitance matrix has a similar structure.
In the matrices Y p and Zp (i.e., the matrix coupling the probe
to the wiring harness), also the entries in the first row are zeroed.
This is a consequence of the CM nature of noise injection
by BCI. Namely, it is assumed that the probe itself does not
generate any DM disturbance, which are only due to MTL effects
as previously mentioned. Based on this simplification, modal
terminal voltages can be predicted in two steps. Indeed, the weak
coupling assumption mentioned before allows one to solve the
CM circuit first, independently of all the other DMs. A simplified
equivalent circuit for the CM can be drawn as shown in Fig. 3(a).
Given that, in the proposed modal decomposition approach, only
one CM can be identified independently of the specific setup
considered, this representation involves one conductor running
above ground only. This circuit includes the radio frequency
(RF) voltage source accounting for current injection on the
bundle as well as equivalent CM elements associated with the

injection setup. In particular, matrices Φ̂
CM
fix and Φ̂

CM
TL are 2× 2

matrices, whereas the other passive elements RCM
AE,EUT, Ŷ CM

P ,

ẐCM
P , V̂S, and RCM

0 are frequency-dependent scalar parameters.
No coupling terms with any DM circuits need to be included
as a consequence of the weak-coupling assumption. The second
step is the solution of the equivalent DM circuit, which involves
the (N − 1) modes as shown in Fig. 3(b). Vectors of controlled
sources appear in this equivalent representation to account for
CM-to-DMs conversion. Indeed, once a solution is available for
the CM, two pairs of voltages and currents computed at the
left/right side of the BCI probe (see ˆV CM

L,R and ˆICM
L,R in Fig. 3(a))

are used to compute the entries of the vector of controlled
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Fig. 3. Equivalent modal circuits of the BCI setup: (a) CM; (b) DM (N − 1 modes).

generators V̂ Δ and ÎΔ. These 2(N − 1) sources, exciting all
the DMs, are defined as[

V̂ Δ,R

ÎΔ,R

]
=

∫ LR

0

Φ̂
DM
MTL(LR − τ)

[
−jωΔ�ÎCM

R (τ)

−jωΔcV̂ CM
R (τ)

]
dτ

(6)[
V̂ Δ,L

ÎΔ,L

]
=

∫ LL

0

Φ̂
DM
MTL(LL − τ)

[
jωΔ�ÎCM

L (τ)

−jωΔcV̂ CM
L (τ)

]
dτ

(7)

where the subscripts L and R denote the left and right side of
the BCI probe, respectively, L and Φ̂MTL are the length and
the chain parameter matrix of the considered stretch of MTL,
respectively,Δc andΔ� are the first column vectors of coupling
terms in the modal p.u.l capacitance and inductance matrices,
respectively (i.e., terms li−CM in (5)). In (6) and (7), relative
coordinates are adopted to obtain a general result: the origin is
placed in the center of the hole of the BCI probe.

The integrals in (6) and (7) can be solved in closed form,
noting that currents and voltages at a generic position τ can
be rewritten as a function of V̂ CM

L (L ) and ÎCM
L (L ), i.e., the

same voltages and currents computed at the end of the line.
Considering a generic stretch of MTL, the integration leads to

V̂Δ = − 1

4
jω

(
Â− B̂

)
(8)

ÎΔ = − 1

4
jω

(
−Ĉ + D̂

)
(9)

where

Â = − Ẑ
DM
C T IP̂ T−1

I Ẑ
DM
C

−1
Δ� (10)

B̂ = Ẑ
DM
C T IQ̂T−1

I Δc (11)

Ĉ = T IR̂T−1
I Ẑ

DM
C

−1
Δ� (12)

D̂ = T IŜT
−1
I Δc. (13)

Ẑ
DM
C is the characteristic impedance matrix of the MTL associ-

ated with the N − 1 modes, and matrices P̂ , Q̂, R̂, and Ŝ take
the expressions

P̂ = eγ̂DML
(
F̂3+F̂1− + F̂3−F̂2−

)
+ e−γ̂DML

(
F̂3+F̂2+ + F̂3−F̂1+

)
(14)

Q̂ = eγ̂DML
(
F̂4+F̂1− + F̂4−F̂2−

)
− e−γ̂DML

(
F̂4+F̂2+ + F̂4−F̂1+

)
(15)

R̂ = eγ̂DML
(
F̂3+F̂1− + F̂3−F̂2−

)
− e−γ̂DML

(
F̂3+F̂2+ + F̂3−F̂1+

)
(16)

Ŝ = eγ̂DML
(
F̂4+F̂1− + F̂4−F̂2−

)
+ e−γ̂DML

(
F̂4+F̂2+ + F̂4−F̂1+

)
(17)

where γ̂DM is a diagonal matrix collecting all DMs propagation
constants, so that e±γ̂DM is a diagonal matrix of exponential
terms. Finally, the terms F̂ (1−4)± are defined as

F̂1± = ± (γ̂DM + γ̂CM)−1
(
e±(γ̂DM+γ̂CM)L − 1

)
(18)

F̂2± = (± (γ̂DM − γ̂CM))−1
(
e±(γ̂DM−γ̂CM)L − 1

)
(19)

F̂3± = e±γ̂CML
(
±V̂CM (L ) /ẐCM

C + ÎCM (L )
)

(20)

F̂4± = e±γ̂CML
(
V̂CM (L )± ẐCM

C ÎCM (L )
)

(21)

where γ̂CM and ẐCM
C are scalar values representing the propaga-

tion constant and the characteristic impedance of the equivalent
CM TL, and 1 is a (N − 1)× (N − 1) unitary matrix.
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Fig. 4. 7-conductor transmission line clamped by a BCI probe.

III. VALIDATION

In this section, the proposed method is validated versus the
model described in [15]. Namely, physical terminal voltages are
computed via the method proposed in [15] and, then, converted
into modal quantities V̂ m and Îm to allow a comparison with the
two step-procedure here proposed. To this purpose, the seven-
conductor test setup shown in Fig. 4 is considered. All wires
in the bundle have the following geometrical characteristics:
conductor radius rw = 0.4mm, dielectric jacket radius rdie
= 0.8mm, relative permittivity of the dielectric jacket εr =
2, center-to-center wire separation s = 2.75mm, height of the
cable harness (to the center wire) above ground of the bundle
axis hw = 47.5mm, and the bundle rotation angle θw = 0.
According to the standard [2], the bundle length is Lline = 2m
and the BCI probe is clamped at 150mm from the EUT. The
BCI probe model is based on probe FCC-F130 A, as in [15].
It can be noted that [15] is an extension of [13]: therefore,
this model also works if twisted wire pairs are included in the
bundle, as long as their p.u.l. parameters are properly estimated.
Each wire of the bundle is terminated with 50Ω impedance.
Examples of the obtained results are shown in Fig. 5. Namely,
they depict the CM [see Fig. 5(a)], DM1 [see Fig. 5(b)], and
DM4 [see Fig. 5(c)] voltages. Similar accuracy is obtained for the
other modal voltages. On the whole, a satisfactory agreement is
achieved. Specifically, below 20MHz, the magnitude of CM and
DM4 voltages shows discrepancies lower than 1 dB, whereas the
absolute value of the DM1 voltage has a maximum deviation of
around 1.3 dB in the same frequency range. For higher frequen-
cies, the observed deviations slightly increase due to small phase
discrepancies at the resonant frequencies. Fig. 5(a) proves that
the CM is not affected appreciably by the backinteraction from
the DMs, thus confirming the effectiveness of the weak-coupling
assumption. Conversely, the other modes are more affected
by this approximation. In particular, this simplification leads
to some mismatches in the modal terminal voltage with the
lowest magnitude, i.e., DM1. Fig. 5(b) shows some differences
in both the real and imaginary parts starting from low frequency,
while the deviation in the magnitude of V̂ DM1

EUT is quite low up
to about 50MHz. Prediction accuracy significantly improves
for the other modes, which are all greater in magnitude than
DM1. Indeed, Fig. 5(c) shows that the predictions of the DM4
provided by the two models essentially overlap in the entire

Fig. 5. Comparison between the predicted (a) CM, (b) DM1, and (c) DM4
voltages determined at the EUT side of the setup resulting from the complete
model (brown curves) and the two-step procedure (black curves). Solid, dashed,
and dotted lines represent the magnitude, real, and imaginary parts, respectively.

frequency range of interest, with small discrepancies in the real
and imaginary parts above 60MHz.

Once modal voltages are known, they can be transformed
into phase voltages by reversing (3) and (4). It is worth noting
that good accuracy in the prediction of phases quantities is
achieved even if CM components are considered only. Indeed,
there may be scenarios in which there is no interest in predicting
DM quantities and, therefore, the problem simplifies from a N -
conductor down to a single-conductor one. In this way, a relevant
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Fig. 6. Comparisons between the phase voltages of the wires placed at (a) the
center and (b) the top of a seven-conductor bundle reconstructed starting from
the complete model (brown lines) and CM prediction only (black lines). Solid
lines stand for absolute values of the voltages, dashed ones for the real parts,
and dotted lines for the imaginary parts.

amount of computational time can be saved with respect to the
complete procedure. This approximation is justified once again
by the CM nature of the injection probe. Indeed, this simplified
approach leads to compute equal voltages and currents on each
conductor of the bundle, whereas, in the reality, the presence of
DM components introduces differences among the wires. Thus,
a CM analysis can be run to obtain an indication on the order of
magnitude of the RF injection on each wire of the bundle through
a quick simulation. Fig. 6(a) shows the comparison between the
phase voltage at the EUT terminations of the central wire of
a seven-conductor bundle computed with the complete model
versus the same voltage reconstructed by retaining the CM only.
The differences observed in this plot represent a worst case, since
other terminal phase voltages show a better agreement, as shown
in Fig. 6(b). Indeed, the reconstructions of the magnitude of V1

and V2 show maximum deviations with respect to the reference
model of about 1 dB and 0.2 dB below 20MHz, respectively.
The mismatch at high frequency range is slightly larger due to
small phase discrepancies at the resonant frequencies.

In principle, the proposed method can be applied to wire
bundles with an arbitrary number of conductors, as reported
in Section II. However, in bundles with a large number of

Fig. 7. Comparison between the phase voltages of the wires placed (a) at the
center and (b) in the second shell of conductors of a 28-wire bundle reconstructed
starting from the complete model (brown lines) and CM prediction only (black
lines). Solid lines stand for absolute values of the voltages, dashed lines for the
real parts, and dotted lines for the imaginary parts.

shells, degradation of accuracy can be observed, in particular in
the prediction of voltages for the innermost wire. Specifically,
the observed discrepancies start to be nonnegligible if more
than three conductor shells are considered (i.e., if N ≥ 28).
Nevertheless, the predictions of terminal voltages in the majority
of the wires remain accurate. This limitation is a consequence of
the assumption of weak coupling between CM and DMs required
by the proposed method. To provide an example, a 28-wire
bundle is considered. The bundle has the cross section shown
in Fig. 1, but with an additional external shell involving other
equally spaced nine conductors. For this bundle, Fig. 7 shows
the comparison between voltages predicted at the terminations
of (a) the innermost wire and (b) one of the conductors belonging
to the second shell (i.e., the one at the bottom of the shell in this
example).

IV. WORST/BEST CASE SCENARIOS

In this section, the proposed deterministic method is employed
and adapted to speed up the analysis of worst/best case scenarios
of BCI injection tests. As discussed before, the proposed model
is able to decouple the DM and CM quantities and, therefore, it
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can be naturally divided into two steps: CM and DM analyses.
This feature is exactly in line with the BCI injection feature.
Indeed, a BCI probe is a CM injection tool and most of its infor-
mation/energy is in the CM domain. Therefore, by analyzing the
CM circuit only, which is the first step of the proposed method,
one can get the majority of the information regarding the injected
noise. Furthermore, this decoupling feature makes it possible to
split the variables into those related to CM and DM. Thanks
to the aforesaid advantages, the adapted modal-domain analysis
can significantly improve the computational efficiency of the
worst/best case analysis of BCI setups.

A. Probabilistic–Possibilistic Analysis

In order to achieve boundaries to the maximum and mini-
mum CM and DM noise induced by BCI at the input of the
units under tests, statistical techniques should be employed. For
example, uncertainty effects can be characterized by assuming
that geometrical or electrical parameters of BCI setups follow
suitable probability distribution functions with evaluable mean
and variance. In other words, these parameters can be treated as
RVs and statistical analysis can be performed using probabilistic
methods, such as the Monte Carlo (MC) analysis. This is the
typical approach used to evaluate the effect of the tolerances
of the manufacturing process and of repeated measurements as
well. However, this pure probabilistic framework is not suited
for all parameters in BCI setups. An example is the value of
CM impedance of the terminal units. Rather than assuming that
it follows a specific distribution, which is almost impossible
to identify correctly, it is more realistic to recognize that the
uncertainty on the CM impedance at cable terminations stems
from an inherent lack of knowledge (epistemic uncertainty) [29].
Indeed, the CM impedance is here considered as the result
of modal transformation of the load impedance matrix of the
harness whose entries are strongly influenced by unknown par-
asitics. In most cases, there is no possibility to measure this
parameter in practice and its magnitude is typically dependent on
the specific application. Therefore, its value should be estimated
somehow in a range of admissible values. To deal with epistemic
uncertainty, possibility theory is exploited to define suitable
variables known as fuzzy variables (FVs) [23], [30]. Detailed
discussions regarding possibility theory and how possibility and
probability theories can be combined for prediction purposes are
reported in [26], [31], and [32]. Indeed, to deal with statistical
analysis of problems involving both random and epistemic vari-
ables, hybrid probabilistic–possibilistic algorithms are available
in the literature [24], [25]. These hybrid techniques are able to
retain the uncertainty nature of RVs and FVs, and, recently,
they have been introduced also for EMC assessments [33],
[34]. To this end, statistical methods (such as MC, polynomial
chaos expansion (PCE) [35], [36], [37], etc.) and optimization
techniques (grid search (GS), Bayesian optimization (BO) [38],
etc.) are usually employed and in combination with the hybrid
probabilistic–possibilistic algorithms for the analyses of RVs
and FVs, respectively. In this work, it is assumed that BCI setups
involve both RVs and FVs, and the methodology presented
in [34] is adopted to estimate worst- and best-case scenarios

Fig. 8. Flowcharts illustrating the solution steps according to: (a) the reference
method, (b) the proposed two-step procedure for worst- and best-case predic-
tions.

in BCI testing. In particular, a combination of GS and PCE is
chosen for this goal. The only difference with respect to [34] is
that GS is used rather than BO, given its ease of implementation
and integration with the proposed two-steps modeling approach.

Let us assume that the quantity of interest in one BCI test,
for example VCM , depends on a set of RVs ξ and FVs η.
The methodology described in [34] allows one to estimate
the boundaries delimiting, where the cumulative distribution
function of the quantity of interest lies, by using only a limited
number of samples (ξ, η). The obtained boundaries define worst-
and best-case scenarios for the BCI test setup under analysis.
Section IV-B describes how to efficiently combine the proposed
two-steps approach with the methodology [34].

B. Proposed Worst/Best-Case Prediction Model

Without loss of generality, a BCI setup with N -wire bundle
involving M CM-related and K DM-related variables is consid-
ered as the general structure under analysis. It is assumed that
I and J (ξ, η) samples are required for CM- and DM-related
variables, respectively.

The approach that will be considered as reference is to directly
estimate the physical quantities (i.e., voltages and currents) at
each frequency, for example, via the model [15], and based on
these results evaluate the corresponding CM and DM quantities
[see: Fig. 8(a)]. Then, the methodology [34] can be adopted to
estimate worst- and best-case scenarios. This requires to solve
M I ×KJ N -conductor problems.

Alternatively, based on the method proposed in Section II,
a two-step method to predict worst/best-case scenarios is intro-
duced. The principle diagram of the method is shown in Fig. 8(b).
The first step is to address the CM equivalent circuit (see:
Fig. 3(a)) and CM-related variables. To this end, the methodol-
ogy presented in [34] is adopted based on the output of the CM
solver only. Information on physical quantities (e.g., voltagesV1,
V2, . . ., VN ) can be also obtained by employing modal transfor-
mations assuming that all DM quantities are null. Although in
this step the problem involves only one equivalent conductor, it
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will be shown in the following that CM analysis (step #1) is
enough for accurate prediction of boundaries for both CM and
physical quantities. However, in order to correctly predict DM
quantities, the CM should be propagated into the DMs circuits.
To this end, it is assumed that the maximum and minimum CM
currents at the EUT side (and related settings) determine the
highest and lowest levels of CM quantities accounting for mode
conversion. Therefore, the corresponding CM complex values
(such as V̂ CM

R (L ) and ÎCM
R (L ) in (6)) linked to the aforesaid two

cases are used as the deterministic inputs for the DM analysis.
This is indicated as step #1.5 in Fig. 8(b). In Step #2, the
statistical issues involving DM equivalent circuit (see Fig. 3(b))
and DM-related variable are solved via the method [34] based
on the output of the DM solver. To sum up, the key idea
of this method is to use the information obtained from the CM
analysis (Step #1) to simplify the problem. In this way, the
problems to be solved become M I one-conductor problems (for
CM and physical quantities) and 2KJ N-1-conductor problems
(for DM quantities).

C. Numerical Examples

To validate the proposed approach, 7- and 19-wire bundles
(with cross section as shown in Fig. 1) clamped by a BCI probe
FCC-F130 A are considered as application examples.

Based on the aforesaid analysis and without loss of generality,
RVs and FVs are assigned as follows. A preliminary investiga-
tion based on parametric analysis allowed identifying variables,
which mostly influence the distribution of the induced CM and
DM quantities. Among them, geometrical characteristics of the
bundle, such as hw, rw, and θw are found to be responsible to
appreciable variations in the induced DM quantities, since they
do not significantly influence the CM. Although nominal values
for these parameters are available, their actual values can differ
from the nominal ones due to uncertainty in the realization of
the test setup. Gaussian distributions are ideal for representing
such a random uncertainty. Therefore,hw, rw, and θw are treated
as RVs normally distributed around the nominal values 70mm,
0.4mm, and 0with 10mm, 0.05mm, and 6◦ standard deviation,
respectively. Conversely, among the parameters influencing the
CM (and therefore also the DM through mode conversion),
CM terminal impedances were identified as critical parameters.
Such impedances strictly depend on the terminal units as well
as on their installation. Hence, information on their values is
usually not available, unless preliminary measurement can be
run. Such a lack of information can be better represented using
the concept of epistemic uncertainty and exploiting possibility
theory, rather than assigning an (arbitrary) probability distribu-
tion to characterize the variability of terminal impedances in
the BCI setup under study. Specifically, a rectangular possibil-
ity distribution [0 1000] Ω is chosen to represent a plausible
variability range of the CM impedance at left (RCML) and
right (RCMR) terminals. A rectangular possibility distribution
indicates that RCML and RCMR impedances can assume all
values in the interval [0 1000] Ω (possible values), whereas
values outside the specified interval are impossible. However,
no assumption is made on the likelihood of the values in such

TABLE I
COMPUTATIONAL TIME: SEVEN-CONDUCTOR BCI SETUP

TABLE II
COMPUTATIONAL TIME: NINETEEN-CONDUCTOR BCI SETUP

interval [31], [32]. This approach is more suitable to perform
our worst/best-case analysis than adopting probability theory,
since estimating the correct probability distribution to accurately
describe the variability of CM terminal impedances is difficult, in
practice, and would require to perform measurements on a large
number of different BCI test setup. Hence, we will hereafter
consider the impedances RCML and RCMR as variables for the
solution of the CM circuit. Conversely, geometrical variables
will be considered just for the solution of the DM circuit, as
they were found to scarcely influence the CM.

In this worst/best-case analysis, the method [34] based on GS
and PCE is employed to deal with FVs and RVs, respectively, as
mentioned in Section IV-A. Specifically, 20 linear-spaced sam-
ples are considered for each FV (i.e., RCML and RCMR) when
GS is used for the identification of extreme values (i.e., minima
and maxima), while a second-order PCE method [34], [39] based
on [40] is applied for micromodeling of RV samples. Note that
the minimum/maximum quantities defined in Step #1.5 are
CM currents at the EUT side in the proposed two-step method.
Figs. 9 and 10 present the predicted worst and best cases for
VCM , VDM1, VDM4 (seven-wire)/VDM14 (nineteen-wire), and
V1, showing a good agreement between the reference method
and the proposed one. Specifically, except for some small values
at low frequencies, the differences between the proposed and
reference results are within 2 dB up to 20MHz. After 20MHz,
the accuracy decreases (especially at the resonance frequencies),
yet the predictions can still show reliable upper bounds in the
high frequency range. Similar accuracy is achieved also for
the other lines/modes, but they are not reported here for the
sake of brevity. Worst-case predictions exhibit higher accuracy,
since some quite low (and low probability) values may occur
below 20MHz or at the resonant frequencies.
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Fig. 9. Prediction of worst and best cases of (a) VCM , (b) VDM1, (c) VDM4,
and (d) V1 computed at EUT side of the seven-wire setup based on the reference
method and the proposed methods.

Fig. 10. Prediction of worst and best cases of (a) VCM , (b) VDM1,
(c) VDM14, and (d) V1 computed at EUT side of the nineteen-wire setup based
on the reference method and the proposed methods.
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D. Computational Efficiency

In Tables I and II, the computational time required by the
proposed method to predict modal and physical quantities is
compared versus the time required by the reference method.
The impacts of statistic/optimization methods themselves are
excluded since the same techniques (i.e., GS and PCE) are
considered for both reference and proposed methods. In order
to build accurate PCE models as a function of the RVs, ten
samples of the random parameters are used. To this end, AN-
SYS Maxwell is employed to obtain the corresponding p.u.l.
parameters of those samples (involving the stretches of MTLs
with and without the BCI probes), which require 570 s and 881 s
for seven-wire and nineteen-wire problems, respectively. These
costs are identical for both reference and proposed methods,
since they are based on the methodology described in [34] to
quantify the uncertainty.

Conversely, the advantages of the proposed method are sig-
nificant in terms of reduction of the number and size of the
problems to be solved, leading to a significant speed-up of
the solution process as shown in Tables I and II. Indeed, in
the considered examples GS and PCE require 400 (202) and
10 samples, respectively. This means that (by employing the
reference method), 4000 seven-/nineteen-wire problems need
to be solved. However, in the proposed two-step approach, if
the target is the prediction of CM and physical quantities, the
proposed method requires the solution of 400 one-conductor
problems. When DM prediction is the target, additional 10
N − 1 wire problems need to be solved for the worst and for
the best-case analysis, for a total of 20 six-wire problems for the
seven-wire configuration and 20 eighteen-wire problems for the
nineteen-wire configuration. The number and size of problems
that need to be solved in the proposed methods is much smaller
than in the traditional method. Therefore, the proposed method
is significantly more efficient than the reference one.

V. CONCLUSION

This work has addressed the modeling of BCI test setups
involving wiring harnesses. Particularly, a two-step procedure
has been developed, which allows computationally effective
prediction of the maximum and minimum levels of noise induced
at the terminal sections, despite some parameters of the test setup
are affected by uncertainty and/or unknown to the user. To this
end, CM and DM quantities have been introduced by a suit-
able modal transformation, and a deterministic model has been
developed, which foresees the solution of the CM (dominant
mode) equivalent circuit as the first step. The predicted CM
quantities are then used as input quantities for the prediction
of the (N−1) DMs, by solution of an equivalent modal circuit
involving (N-1) equivalent wires as well as controlled voltage
and current sources accounting for CM-to-DM conversion. The
advantage of this model stems from the fact that the BCI probe is
included in the CM equivalent circuit only, which makes easier
correlating the results obtained by the model with the calibration
data and the requirements foreseen by the standards (which
refer to a single-wire interconnection). Preliminary sensitivity

analyses carried out by this model led to the identification of
a set of parameters mainly influencing CM (DMs) quantities,
which allowed applying the proposed two-step approach to
investigate the sensitivity of the induced noise quantities to
possible variation of setup parameters.

More specifically, this two-step procedure has been exploited
to develop a novel hybrid probabilistic–possibilistic framework
for the evaluation of the maximum/minimum noise injected by
BCI into the terminal networks. The proposed two-step analysis
foresees uncertainty propagation from the CM to the DMs,
and it proved to be more efficient in terms of computational
time than the reference procedure exploiting physical instead of
modal quantities. Namely, the proposed procedure requires the
solution of a fewer number of wire problems. For instance, the
analysis of setups involving seven and nineteen wire bundles
allowed appreciating a speed-up ranging from ×17 up to ×35
with respect to the reference solution.
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